The cumulative distribution and quantile functions for the one-sided one sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability distributions are used for goodness-of-fit testing. While the Smirnov-Birnbaum-Tingey formula for the CDF appears straight forward, its numerical evaluation generates intermediate results spanning many hundreds of orders of magnitude and at times requires very precise accurate representations. Computing the quantile function for any specific probability may require evaluating both the CDF and its derivative, both computationally expensive. To work around avoid these issues, different algorithms can be used across different parts of the domain, and approximations can be used to reduce the computational requirements. We show here that straight forward implementation incurs accuracy loss for sample sizes of well under 1000. Further the approximations in use inside the open source SciPy python software often result in increased computation, not just reduced accuracy, and at times suffer catastrophic loss of accuracy for any sample size. Then we provide alternate algorithms which restore accuracy and efficiency across the whole domain.
Introduction
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics D n , D + n , D − n are statistics that can be used as a measure of the goodness-of-fit between a sample of size n and a target probability distribution. Computation of the exact probability distribution for these statistics is not a little complicated, but Kolmogorov and Smirnov showed that they had a certain limiting behaviour as n → ∞. To be used as part of a statistical test, either the value of the Survival Function (SF) (or its complement the CDF) needs to computable for a given value of D n (/D + n ), or values need to be known corresponding to the desired critical probabilities (e.g. p = 0.1, 0.01, . . .). The quantile functions associated with these distributions can be used to generate a table fo critical values, but they can also be used to generate random variates for the distribution, and also found applications to rescaling of the axes in some kinds of plots. For the one-sided D + n , a formula is known which can be used to compute the SF. The quantile function does not have a closed-form solution, hence needs to be calculated either by interpolating some known values, or by a numerical root-finding approach.
The Python package SciPy (v0.19.1) [1] provides the scipy.stats.ksone class for the distribution of the one-sided D + n which in turn make calls to the "C" library scipy.special, to calculate both the SF and ISF. An analysis of the implementation determined that a straight translation of the SF formula into "C" code is likely to incur severe accuracy loss.
The outcome is that underflow and/or denormalization occurring in intermediate results, so that the computed values could differ for the correct ones by several orders of magnitude.
The Inverse Survival Function (ISF) is computed by the Newton-Raphson root finding algorithm. As the computation of the SF (and by implication its derivative the PDF), the ISF uses several approximations to shorten the calculation. However the range of the approximations is not the full domain needed. The result is loss of accuracy and/or increased computation, and in some cases complete failure. These issues appear not just for large n, but even for n = 1 or 2.
In this paper we analyze the approximations in the algorithms and the implementation of the algorithms. The causes of accuracy loss and other behaviours are identified. Several causes of root-finding failure are identified. We then provide alternate algorithms which have much lower relative error as well as lower (and bounded) computation. For the quantile functions, the number of Newton-Raphson iterations is reduced by a factor of 2-3, and the maximum by about 50. This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 provides a quick review of KolmogorovStatistics with special emphasis on the formulae needed for computation. Sect. 3 analyses the formulae for computing the CDF/SF of the one-sided D + n , and the SciPy implementation, Sect. 4 details an alternate recipe for computing the CDF/SF, along with an error analysis of the algorithm. Sect. 5 analyses the computation of the ISF, determining reasons for convergence failures. Sect. 6 provides an alternate recipe, a formula for a narrow interval which encloses the root, and a close initial estimate together with analysis of these formulae. Sect. 7 provides numeric results showing the change in performance resulting from use of these algorithms, along with interpretation of results.
The formulae for computing the SF/CDF/PDF have been available for quite some time. The novelty in this work is the analysis of the SciPy implementations, and the details of the recipes, especially for the quantile functions.
The "C" code computing the CDF & SF for this distribution was written quite some time ago, when computers had considerably slower clock speeds and sample sizes were considerably smaller than they are today. To a user of the software, the answers may have seemed plausible for most real-world size inputs. Not many samples have only 1 or 2 elements, where some of the issues are most prevalent. A user with a sample of size 1000 may not have realized that some small probabilities were much too small.
Review of Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistics
In 1933 Kolmogorov [2, 3] introduced the the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) for a (real-valued) sample {Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y n }, each Y i having the same continuous distribution function F (Y ). He then enquired how close this ECDF would be to F (Y ). Formally he defined − n for one sample. After wondering whether P{D n ≤ ǫ} tends to 1 as n → ∞ for all ǫ, he then answered affirmatively with the asymptotic result [2, 3] 
Kolmogorov's proof used methods of classical physics. Feller [4, 5] provided a more accessible proof in English. Smirnov [6, 7] instead used the one-sided values D + n = sup y (F n (y) − F (y)) and D − n = sup y (F (y) − F n (y)) and showed that they also had a limiting form For the purpose of showing that the ECDF approaches F (Y ), these limit formulae are sufficient. Later authors turned this around and used the D n statistic as a measure of "goodness-of-fit" between the sample and F (Y ), for any distribution function F (Y ). It is clear that a large value for any of D n , D + n and D − n may be indicative of a mismatch. But a too-small value may also be cause for concern, as the fit may "too good". In order to use D n for this goodness-of-fit purpose, knowledge of the distribution of D n itself is needed, not just its limit as n → ∞.
Determining the exact distribution of the two-sided D n is non-trivial. Birnbaum [9] showed how to use Kolmogorov's recursion formulas to generate exact expressions for P(D n ≤ x), n ≤ 6. Durbin [10] provided a recursive formula to compute P(D n ≤ x) (implemented by Marsaglia, Tsang and Wang [11] , made more efficient by Carvalho [12] ), which involved calculating a particular entry in a potentially large matrix raised to a high power. Pomeranz [13] provided another formulation which involved calculating a specific entry in a large-dimensional matrix. Drew Glen & Leemis [14] generated the collection of polynomial splines for n <= 30. Brown and Harvey [15, 16, 17] implemented several algorithms in both rational arithmetic and arbitrary precision arithmetic. Simard and L'Ecuyer [18] analyzed all the known algorithms for numerical stability and sped.
For the one-sided statistics the situation is much cleaner. An exact formula was discovered early-on [6, 19, 20] 
where
S n (x) is a sum of relatively simple n-th degree polynomials, forming a spline with knots at 0, 1 n , 2 n , . . . , 1. The first two splines are: Fig. 2 shows the survival probability distributions of D + n for a few values of n, and the probability distributions of √ nD + n , together with the limit e
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There is no closed form solution for inverting S n (x). The distributions of D 
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3 Computation of the Survival Function, smirnov()
The scipy.special subpackage of the Python SciPy package provides two functions for computations of the D + n distribution. smirnov(n, x) computes the Survival Function S n (x) for D + n and smirnovi(n, p) computes the Inverse Survival Function. The source code for the computations is written in "C", and are performed using the IEEE 754 64 bit double type (53 bits in the significand, and 11 bits in the exponent.) We'll let F be a set of radix-2 floating point numbers with precision p, and ǫ = 2 −p . The Survival Function S n (x) can be computed using the Smirnov/Birnbaum-Tingey Formula 7. Let pow(z, m) = z m and
This gives an algorithm to compute S n (x). Computing the survival probability p for any particular n, x pair involves summing at most n triple products, each of the products being a binomial coefficient and two powers of real numbers between 0 and 1. If
n is one of the knots, then the top term in the summation need not be included as A j (n, x) has a zero of order n − j at x = n−j n . Hence the upper limit in Eq. (13) can be replaced by ⌈n(1 − x)⌉ − 1 = n − 1 − ⌊nx⌋.
Controlling Accuracy Loss
The calculation of Eq. (13) is susceptible to accuracy loss when not using infinite precision arithmetic. Just computing a single term
several opportunities to lose accuracy: in the addition/subtraction, the exponentiation, and the multiplication, before considering the summation. Brown and Harvey [17] go into quite some detail on the precision required for internal computations in order to achieve a desired accuracy in the final result. The magnitude of the terms in Eq. (13) can span quite a range, but it is also that case that many terms in the sum may have similar magnitude. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) shows the general phenomena. For x ≥ 1 √ n there is a rapid rise for small j followed by a long slightly descending plateau, and a dramatic drop as j approaches the end of the summation range. This implies that many terms have a similar impact on the final sum, and all need to be computed and summed.
Computing powers amplifies rounding errors, proportional to the exponent. Here the exponent can be quite large, a few hundred or thousands. As most x of interest are in the range [0,
), just computing 1 ± x can easily lose log 2 (n)/2 bits of x, even before the exponentiation. Log10 of he erms in he Smirnov summa ion Figure 3 : Log of A j (n, x), the individual terms in the Smirnov summations for (a) n = 100; and (b) n = 1000. (c) n = 10 shows terms from the alternate summation Eq. (31); terms to be added are shown with a +, terms subtracted with .
To control roundoff errors in the individual terms, the calculation Eq. (13) can be written
where k and α are the integer and fractional parts of nx, x = k+α n , after noting that ⌈n(1 − x)⌉ = n − ⌊nx⌋. Rewriting in this way allows any cancellation due to the integer subtractions to occur before the fractional α is considered. For moderate sized n, the first obvious powers that may present some floating point difficulty are the terms ( α+j n ) j−k−1 if α + j is close to n (so j = n − 1), and (1 − α+j n ) n−j+k if α + j is close to 0 (hence j = 0). The former is α + j n
and the latter is (note that j = 0 =⇒ k = 0 and nx = α)
and these operations are well understood. Using C's standard library function pow((x + j)/n, m) to compute (x + j n ) m loses accuracy. The relative error in using pow to calculate z m can be approximately determined.
where δ 2 is the relative error arising from the pow function, and
The relative error in using log/log1p and exp to calculate z m can also be estimated.
where δ 4 and δ 3 are the relative errors incurred using the exp and log functions respectively
Typically δ 2 , δ 3 , δ 4 are on the order ±0.5-2 ULP and can be treated as random with a mean of 0 (though δ 2 , the error in pow, may have less of a guarantee.) δ 1 however is fixed and known, hence contributes a bias to the computation which needs to be addressed. That still leaves a relative error for each term in the summation of ±1-4 ULP for the power computation, or much bigger if using logs, and there are ≈ n terms to add. There is need for a function to compute x+j n m more accurately. One can use a compensated power algorithm as in [21] . The terms for j in the middle range are in some ways more problematic. If j = ⌊n/2⌋, then the j-th term is approximately n n−j−k
The binomial term is very large, and the two powers are very small, all of which require accurate computation.
Overflow and Underflow
Each term in the Formula 13 is a triple product, of a positive integer and two powers of real numbers between 0 and 1. The binomial factor can grow quite large, and will eventually overflow 64-bit integers near n = 66, and overflow 64-bit floats around n = 1028. On the other hand, the powers may underflow, especially (1 − x − j n ) n−j . The presence of an underflow in Eq. (13) does not mean that the whole product would underflow. In fact, for large n, it is likely the case that the most important terms in the summation all experience underflow! Ignoring them leads to answers which are incorrect by orders of magnitude.
A j (n, x) can be written in several ways, one of which may aid in its computation.
= exp log n j
The applicability of the first two is somewhat limited, due to the exponent n − 1, which tends to result in underflow. Eq. (27) forms the basis for an iterative approach to evaluation [6, 22, 15] . Eq. (29) can be used in some situations, but subtractive cancellation can occur inside the argument to exp(), and it does require a very accurate and precise function to compute the log of the binomial logBinomial(n, j) = log n j , which isn't trivial. An approach one might consider is to use
Just computing log Γ(m) accurately can be an expensive operation, and subtractive cancellation is an issue for j ≪ n. Computing S n (x) via Eq. (13) and Eq. (29) appear equivalent, and would be if both were computed with infinite precision arithmetic. The latter has fewer underflow/overflow issues but bigger accuracy issues.
Evaluation near x=0
If x is very close to 0, S n (x) is very close to 1. Eq. (13) calculates S n (x) using almost all the n terms, which allows many opportunities for rounding errors to accumulate. Since the CDF is calculated as 1 − S n (x) the CDF values can be quite noisy. However there is a variant formula [6, 22] , (referred to as DwassD in [15] but already present in Smirnov's 1944 paper), equivalent due to one of Abel's combinatorial identities [23, 24] , suitable for use whenever nx is small:
which simplifies substantially if nx <= 1
The terms in the sum in Eq. (31) are alternating in sign and may involve numbers much bigger than 1 which when added mostly cancel each other out. (See Fig. 3(c) .) Substantial rounding error may have accumulated during the process, leaving the sum without much accuracy. For a fixed integer k, and any 0 ≤ j < k,
so that
though the convergence is slow. Computing S n ( k n ) in this manner loses about 1.6 * (k− 1) bits. Brown and Harvey [17] analyzed the extra internal digits of precision needed to compute using Formula 31. They found that the number of extra digits needed grows like O( √ n) (keeping the p SF fixed and evaluating at x n = S −1 n (p SF )). In particular, evaluating Eq. (31) for n up to 800 for p SF = 0.01 (i.e. x ≈ 1.5/ √ n) loses about 27 digits; for p SF = 0.7 (x ≈ 0.4/ √ n), it loses about 8 digits. While this this formula undoubtedly is faster for x ≤ 0.5 due to the smaller number of terms, it is not suitable for use in a fixed precision environment unless n * x is small.
Evaluation for very large n
2 ) and will underflow 64 bit floats. (If 2nx 2 > log(2 1023 ) but less than 745, the result will be denormalized but still representable.) I.e. If x √ n 19.3, then the SF is 0, the CDF 1, with no additional computation needed. Hence for very large n, the only x of interest satisfy 0 < x 20 √ n . The asymptotics Eqs. (4), (5) are appropriate for a fixed x, not for , the majority of the terms in Formula 13 could conceivably contribute to the total, as seen in Fig. 3 . As x increases the magnitude of the relevant terms becomes more peaked, centered at j = n−nx 2 . However, even as x ↑ 20 √ n , some 10% of the terms are potentially relevant for n = 40, 000 and up.
As n → ∞ the survival probabilities for x = k n computed using the asymptote Eq. (5) agree with S n (x) in about log 2 (n) bits, but mainly because S n (x) ↑ 1 so all the bits eventually become 1! For CDF probabilities computed this way, there might be only 8 − 13 bits (out of 53) in agreement, and it doesn't improve with increasing n.
Evaluation of the PDF
The PDF for x = 0 can be evaluated after realizing
In the computation of the CDF via Eq. (7), the top limit was replaced by ⌈n(1−x)⌉−1, as A j (n, x) has a zero of order n − j at x = n−j n . The same can be done here with the PDF for all x = This formula also shows that the PDF can be evaluated either on its own with a slight modification to Eq. (7), or jointly with the SF/CDF and only a little incremental effort, as most of the computational cost in Eq. (39) is in computing the powers and/or binomial coefficients of A j (n, x). The coefficient of A j (n, x) in Eq. (39) are all positive which can be helpful for the summation. But we have observed some subtractive cancellation when incorporating the
term. The coefficients of Eq. (38) and Eq. (41) have mixed sign, but the subtractive cancellation inside the parentheses occurs when the terms are smaller in magnitude, leading to a smaller absolute error.
The SciPy implementation
The implementation in SciPy uses Formula 13 for n < 1013 and Formulas 29, 30 for n > 1013.
• For small n (less than a few hundred), there is a loss of accuracy due to evaluating (x + j/n) m as pow(x + j/n, m).
• For large enough n (n > 1013) there is some loss of accuracy for small x due to evaluation of (1 − x − j/n) as (1 − (x + j/n)), and using log always instead of using log1p when the latter would be more appropriate.
• An even bigger problem is that logBinomial(n, j) is calculated as logΓ(n+ 1)− logΓ(n − j + 1) − logΓ(j + 1). This suffers from a substantial loss of accuracy for small values of j, due to subtractive cancellation. The binomial coefficient can also be expressed in terms of the Beta function:
and SciPy does have a function lbeta which computes log(B(a, b)). This function has lower error for small (n, j) than computing the logs of Gamma functions. However if n+j > 170, the implementation of lbeta switches algorithms, reverting to computing logs of Gamma functions, immediately losing up to˜10 bits of precision, so this does not help for n > 1000.
• For the mid-range n, the computation may return values much smaller than the true probabilities. One would expect that S n (x) is a decreasing function of n (a bigger sample should imply smaller gaps in the EDF). But a jump was discovered between n = 1012, 1013, in that the returned values of smirnov(1013, x) were higher than those of smirnov(1012, x). (E.g. For x = 0.45, smirnov(1013, x) > 10 10 smirnov(1012, x).) This was due to underflow in pow(1 − x − j/n, m), which resulted in most terms in the summation being calculated as 0. While the closer n is to 1012, the bigger the effect, the differences have been observed for n as low as 400. A more accurate computation revealed that the SciPy result could be off by a factor of 10 55 ! Due to the difficulties in evaluating pow(x + j/n, m), the calculation could have benefitted from switching over to using log at a much smaller n.
• SciPy doesn't provide a separate function to compute the PDF. Instead it numerically differentiates the CDF: 1 − S n (x). This involves multiple evaluations of smirnov(n, x), and is a little unstable near x = j n , especially at x = j n . For n = 2, the PDF should jump from 2 to 1 at x = 0.5. The computed PDF was observed to spike up and takes values as high as 2.08 as x ↑ 0.5; as low as 0.91 as x ↓ 0.5; and the value returned at x = 0.5 was ≈ 1.5.
Algorithms for computing Smirnov SF, CDF and PDF
The SFis a sum of many terms, each term is a product of expressions that underflow/overflow or are hard to compute accurately. Here we propose algorithms which address the issues discovered with computing the one-sided Smirnov probability.
Smirnov
First we provide a somewhat generic algorithm for computing S n (x) and subsequently provide the details of computing the individual terms. Let D j (n, x) denote the term inside the PDF summation Eq. (38):
Algorithm 1 (smirnov). Compute the Smirnov SF, CDF and PDF for integer n and real x.
function [SF, CDF, PDF] = smirnov(n:int, x:real)
Step 1 Handle some special cases:
Step 2 Set k ← ⌊n * x⌋, α ← n * x − k, so that x = k+α n with 0 ≤ α < 1.
Step 3 If nx is "small enough", select the alternate Smirnov/Dwass summation Eq. (31), and Eq. (41) to use for the computation and set N ← k. Otherwise select Eq. (13) and Eq. (38) and set N ← n − k − 1.
Step 4 If N is "very large", set
Return [SF , CDF , P DF ].
Step 5 Initialize the loop. Set
Step 6 Loop over i ← 1, 2, . . . , N : Set
Step 7 Sum the terms:
Step
if using the Smirnov/Dwass alternate summation.)
Step 9 Clip SF , CDF to lie in the interval [0, 1] and P DF to lie in [0, ∞). Return [SF , CDF , P DF ].
Remarks
Computations performed using 64-bit floats often were the cause of accuracy loss. In a few places during the computation using the double length operations [25] , [26] , [27] were better keeping the errors smaller. As these operations are usually not supported in hardware, hence consume more computation, it is not always practical to use them. We'll point out several places where selective use of these operations made a big difference.
• Specifying the API to return both the CDF and SF probabilities enables both to retain as much accuracy as had been computed, without the need for a separate function. The PDF can be computed with just a little extra work, and it is often needed at the same time as the probability functions.
• If 2 * n * x 2 > 745, ( Step 1 (iv)), then S n (x) < exp(−2nx 2 ) and log(2 −1075 ) = e −745.13... underflows 64-bit floats, so there is no need to do any computation. (For 2 −1075 ≤ 2 * n * x 2 ≤ 2 −1052 the result will be denormalized but still representable to some degree.)
• Computing α ( Step 2) via C's modf(n * x) is a significant source of subsequent increased error if performed in 64-bit arithmetic. The problem is that even though x ∈ F, the product nx is not necessarily in F. However it is the exact sum of two floating point values. Let ǫ = 2 −53 and assume n < 1/ǫ ≈ 10 16 . Then we can write
with U, V ∈ F and |V |≤ ǫU ≪ 1. The integer part of nx is almost the integer part of
with U 1 , V 1 ∈ F and |V 1 |≤ ǫ|U 1 | (V 1 might be 0).
3. If U 1 = 1 and V 1 < 0, then α is a tiny bit smaller than 1.0, but not representable as a single floating point value. Set k ← k + 1 and α ← 0.0. For values of x close to j n , this computation needs some special care, as otherwise the limits of the summation can be off by 1. For x close to 1 n , the impact on the PDF is to add ±1 to the correct value.
• Because use of the Smirnov/Dwass alternate summation in Step 3 involves summing large alternately signed quantities which mostly cancel, having to sum more than a few terms can lead to a loss in precision. Restricting to x <= 1 n is a very conservative criterion to use for this, with no accuracy loss incurred. One other point of consideration here is the behaviour of smirnov(n, x) on either side of the changeover x-value, and whether there is a big discontinuity in the values computed. It may also interact with the calculation of the inverse SF function:
The inverse function may be relying on particular behaviour/properties of S n (x) (such as
n , or that lim x↑xc S n (x) = lim x↓xc S n (x) for any x c ) and it is expecting the computed values to also respect those properties. Changing over at x = 1 n is easy to analyze and isolate, as the formula Eq. (31) is easy to calculate, and handled separately in smirnovi. Other change over points may require more analysis. Use of higher precision arithmetic would allow for a higher cutoff to be used and still have a low error.
• For very large n, the computational cost may become prohibitive, or the accumulated rounding errors not small enough. In those situations an approximation may be in order.
Step 4 is quick to compute, and generates probabilities that have a few bits correct. For some applications that may be sufficient. Computing and summing 100 million terms is a noticeable calculation, but is certainly doable. Only invoking this step for n > 10 12 may be one approach which allows most legitimate uses to proceed and avoids having to determine accuracy guarantees for such large n.
• Step 5 is an initialization step, mainly for the binomial C, and the simplified formulae for A 0 , D 0 . E C is the log 2 of a scaling factor, without which C would overflow.
• The computation of a single A j (n, x) term ( Step 6) is covered below. The computation of the PDF term uses a safe formulation of Eq. (38) and Eq. (41). The binomial coefficient C is normalized at each step to be between 1 and 2 512 .
• For Step 7, the summation in Eq. (13) has up to n terms, but all the terms have the same sign, hence the condition number for the sum is 1. Using a Neumaier/Kahan [28, 29] summation method appears sufficient. The summation in Eq. (39) also has up n terms of the same sign, but using it is only postponing the cancellation that will occur when the
contribution is added in. Eq. (38) has mixed signs. The alternate summations Eq. (13) and Eq. (41) have fewer terms, but the terms alternate in sign, so have a higher condition number. Use a compensated summation algorithm (e.g. Rump et al's [30] accurate summation) if storage is available for all the individual terms and the alternate summation is being used for more than a few terms, or Neumaier/Kahan otherwise.
• Clipping in Step 9 is there so that any rounding issues which resulted in slightly negative probabilities are not propagated to the user.
• The calculation can be terminated early if the A i term becomes too small to affect the outcome. Due to the plateau nature of the A i , this is usually only possible near the very end of the loop, only saving a few iterations. Depending on the value of α, the term for j = ⌊n − nx⌋ may contribute significantly to the derivative computation (as 1 − x − j/n = 1 − α may be very close to 0), hence this was found not to be a worthy optimization in most situations.
Error Analysis of Computations of
This section is a fairly technical one, analyzing the maximum errors involved when computing using either pow or log/exp, in order to guide selection of a particular algorithm to compute A j (n, x). Let δ pow (δ log , δ exp ) be the maximum absolute relative error in a call to pow(x, m) (log(x), exp(x) respectively), δ × the maximum relative error in a multiplication/division, δ + the maximum relative error in an addition/subtraction. I.e.
fl(x op y) = (x op y)(1 + δ)
with |δ|≤ δ + for op = + or −. δ + is usually the unit roundoff, which is 2 −53 for 64 bit doubles and δ x is usually equal to δ + . They will be left abstract to allow analysis for other representations. We will abbreviate all 2 nd and higher order terms such as
If none of the terms underflow, overflow or become denormalized, then
This immediately implies a bound on the error computing S n (x).
Theorem 4.2 (Error in Computation of
S n (x)). Let A j be an estimate of A j (n, x) with relative error δ Aj , for j = 0, . . . N = ⌊n(1 − x)⌋. Define γ n nδ + 1 − nδ + Set S n ← A 0 + A 1 + ... + A N Then S n = S n (x) · (1 + δ Sn ) with |δ Sn | ≤ γ N max(|δ Aj |) + O(δ 2 , . . . )
Using the bounds of Theorem 4.1, this can be bounded as
Proof. The summation bound is standard (E.g. [31] ) and the terms all have the same sign, so the condition number is 1.
We will break the proof of Theorem 4.1 into several lemmas.
Lemma 4.3 (Errors in Computations involving standard functions). Let
Proof. The terms involving λ correspond to errors in the output of the implementations of the standard functions, the other terms correspond to the errors in the inputs to these functions.
x−x f x is the relative error in the approximation of x by x f . 
Lemma 4.4 (Error in Computation of Binomial Coefficient). C n,j approximates the binomial coefficient
and the relative error satisfies
Proof. There are j divisions and j − 1 multiplications. Proof of Theorem 4.1. The binomial coefficient computation contributes (2j − 1)δ × , the two powers contribute (j − 1) * (δ × + δ + ) + δ pow and (n − j) * (δ × + δ + ) + δ pow , respectively, and there are two additional multiplications.
In unscaled, the binomial coefficient will overflow for large n, and the output of pow underflow. Next we analyze the errors when using log/exp. Theorem 4.6 (Error in Computation of A j (n, x) using log/exp). Set L j ← log(n/1.0) + log((n-1)/2.0) + ...+ log((n-j+1)/j)
If A j,log has not underflowed, overflowed or become denormalized, then
Again we analyse the individual components separately. 
Proof. Each division contributes δ × , the log contributes δ log , and the summation contributes
, as all the log terms are non-negative.
Lemma 4.8 (Error in Computation of Log of Powers). Let
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Combine the two previous lemmas and add in the contribution arising from the sum of the 3 log terms which are not all the same sign.
Theorem 4.6 makes clear that the computation using log potentially has a larger relative error than using pow, due to the presence of |T |. For large n, any (even all) of |L j |, |T 1 |, |T 2 | may be larger than 1024 · log(2) ≈ 708, so that there are 10 fewer bits to represent the fractional part of the output of log. For 64 bit doubles, the precision is reduced from 1.1 × 10 −16 to 2.3 × 10 −13 . The condition number R(T ) can be quite large. For x = 1/ √ n and j = n/2, A j (n, x) ≈ e −2 n −1/2 , hence T ≈ −2 − 0.5 log n. The log binomial coefficient L n/2 ≈ n log(2) − 0.5 log(n), so R(T ) ≈ (2n log n − 0.5 log(n) + 2)/(2 + 0.5 log(n)) ≈ 4n log 2 n . As an alternative to using log/exp, the computation may be done with appropriate grouping of the multiplicands of A j (n, x) to avoid overflows. Fix a maximum exponent
where the grouping of the terms for the binomial coefficient is such that the product of the terms in each group lies between 2 ±1022 , and d is such that the power terms have absolute value between 2 ±1022 . (The exponent 1022 is for 64 bit doubles. When using C's long doubles, either 80 or 128 bits, a more relevant maximum exponent is likely 16380.) The terms need to be multiplied so as to keep the intermediate products representable. One way to do that is to renormalize after each exponentiation and/or multiplication, pulling out the powers of 2 and keeping track of those separately. 
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 4.1, using Lemma 4.5a) and noting that d+1 ≤ 2d and (j − 1)(n − j) < n 2 /4.
To avoid overflow of the binomial coefficient, it needs to be either rescaled or grouped into about n 1021 chunks, as log n n/2 ≈ n log(2) − 0.5 log(n). To avoid overflow/underflow in the exponentiations, pull out the powers of 2 and take d = 512. In practice many of the exponentiations do not need special treatment. For small j and large n,
j(x−1+ j n ) and this is easily within the desired bounds. All that is required for acceptable y m is that m log 2 (y) > −1022. Keeping to powers of 2, d = 512 is the minimum value that may occur, and it may be much higher. The value for d used for one of the exponentiations can be independently chosen from the d used for the other. This implies that the log d (n) terms in Theorem 4.9 bound are of much smaller importance than the other terms.
The computation using log/exp could also be grouped and the summation reordered to protect accuracy. This only provides a benefit if the log of the binomial coefficient is also grouped, into about the same number of groups as the original grouped approach.
An alternative to grouping or using log, exp is to compute A j (n, x) using A j−1 (n, x). Theorem 4.10 (Error in Iterative Computation of A j (n, x) using Eq. (27) . ). Let A j−1 be an estimate of A j−1 (n, x) with relative error δ Aj−1 . Set
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 4.1.
The relative error in Theorem 4.1 (and Theorem 4.9) is bounded by O((n + j) * (δ × + δ + )) which is undesirable. This is the maximum and some of the errors might be expected, "on average", to cancel each other out. If the addition and multiplication errors in the binomial coefficient are uniform (say Unif[−0.5δ × , 0.5δ × ]) and independent, then their overall contribution to the error will have approximate mean 0 and variance j 6 δ 2 × . The contribution from the two powers will also have mean 0 when measured over all x, but a much larger variance approximately
It is clear that the bound on the final error is not so dependent on the accuracy of the standard functions pow, log, exp, but on the errors in the inputs to those function calls. pow(x f , m) itself can be accurate to within 0.5ULP, but it is the the relative error
that gets multiplied by m which increases the error in the output. In order to reduce the final error, it is δ + and δ × that need to be reduced. −53 |a hi |.) δ log , δ pow are dependent on the library and processor being used. Here we use the values for the GNU C library on an i686 processor [32] . For the IEEE types, δ + is the same as δ × and is 2 −#bits in mantissa , and it is usually the case that δ log = 2δ × . For the double-double type, δ + = 4 * 2 −#bits in mantissa , and δ × ≈ 16 * 2 −#bits in mantissa . Let logD (expD respectively) be functions that compute a double-double log (exp) for double-double inputs. The δ pow listed for the double-double type, namely 2 −52 comes from using the C library pow function. Replacing pow with a fully compensated algorithm such as in [21] leads to δ pow ≈ 16(m − 1)ǫ 2 . Replacing log(x) with logD(x) leads to δ log ≈ ǫ log|x| .
Theorem 4.11 (Error in Double-Double Computation of A j (n, x)). Use double-double arithmetic to compute A j (n, x).
a) Grouping terms as in Formula 47, let
In particular, A hi is a faithful rounding (to binary64) of A j (n, x) whenever n < ǫ −1 /136 ≈ 6.6 × 10 13 .
b) Iterating as in Theorem 4.10 let
[A hi , A lo ] ← W * U * V * A j−1 Then A hi + A lo = A j (n, x)(1 + δ A j,iter,dd ) with |δ A j,iter,dd | ≤ (40n − 32) * ǫ 2 + |δ Aj−1 |+O(ǫ 3 ).
c) Compute T as in Theorem 4.6, using double-double arithmetic and logD. Let
If A hi has not underflowed, overflowed or become denormalized, then
Proof. a) By implementing a double-double powD function which renormalizes as it proceeds, it is possible to assume that d is larger than n, in which case the estimate of Lemma 4.5a) is applicable. Use δ pow ≈ 16(j−1)ǫ 2 (or 16(n−j)ǫ 2 )).
The definitions of logD and expD for double-doubles are just the 1 st order corrections arising from the Taylor series expansions of (the inverse of) these functions. As log is a many-to-one function for much of its domain F, the lo part of the doubledouble should provide some more resolution. In practice it is not quite so simple as the library exp is used to create a correction for log, (and log to create a correction for exp) and neither of these functions is guaranteed to round correctly. Nor are they guaranteed to be consistent with each other (Is log(exp(log(x)) ? = log(x)). Even though part of the error of A j (n, x) is now O(ǫ 2 ), the impact of δ exp + 3|T |δ log leads to errors much bigger than observed with either powers or iteration.
Computing using double-double arithmetic is quite a bit more expensive than using the hardware supported double type. Just adding two doubles to create a double-double involves 6 flops and multiplying two doubles to create a double-double involves 17 flops and multiplying two double-doubles involves 37 flops (though with the advent of fused-multiply-accumulate (FMA) instructions these counts have been lowered.) In particular exponentiation is noticeably much slower, as it requires 2 log 2 (n) multiplications of double-doubles.
A less expensive alternative is to replace this one operation with a simpler approximation powDSimple, which applies a Taylor Series adjustment on top of the "C" library function pow.
Algorithm 2 powDSimple: Calculate
(A hi + A lo ) m function [X hi , X lo ] = powDSimple(A, m) Input: A a double-double and m ∈ Z Y ← pow(A hi , m) Z ← A lo /A hi if m > 1 × 10 8 then W ← expm1(m * log1p(Z)) else W ← m * Z * (1 + (m-1) * Z/2) X hi , X lo ← add2(Y, Y * W) return (X hi , X lo )
Theorem 4.12 (Error in Computation of A j (n, x) with simplified pow). Group terms as in Formula 47, use double-double arithmetic, with powDSimple as above and
This is a substantial improvement over Theorem 4.9 at the cost of some doubledouble arithmetic. Because the d used may be substantially larger than 512, the relative error is often lower than that promised.
Computation of a single A j (n, x) term
Based on the error analysis, calculating using powers is the most accurate. As the exponents will be large, we will need to assume that the function that computes a+b c+d m (which we'll denote powFour (a, b, c, d, m) ) returns not a single number but a pair (y, E y ), such that E y is an integer, 0.5 ≤ |y|≤ 1 and y2
Ey is the actual computed value. I.e. The significand and exponent are returned separately, and the exponent has a much bigger range than the usual range offered by 64 bit floats. The C function frexp will do this separation for any 64 bit float, while ldexp(x, expt) will do the opposite.
Input: n ∈ Z + and 0 < x < 1 and j ∈ Z and 0 ≤ j ≤ n Input: C is a double-double and
Remarks
The simplicity of the algorithm hides a lot of complexity. A few approaches were tried before settling on the renormalizing exponentiation approach.
• Using log/exp always gave an answer, but the answer quickly lost accuracy for two reasons. The input to log was only an approximation, whose relative error was then multiplied when it passed through exp. The output of 3 log operations were added and suffered subtractive cancellation.
• Using an iterative approach to generate A j (n, x) from A j−1 (n, x) has a relative error inherited from A j−1 (n, x) and an additional one from the iteration calculation. The iterative factor involves numbers very close to 1, such as (1 + exponentiation or a log/exp. The non-zero A j−1 (n, x) also needs to be not denormalized, as otherwise that initial reduced precision will propagate throughout the rest of the A j (n, x).
• The expression n−j−k−α n n−j is prone to underflow and/or denormalization. The appearance of 0 as an intermediate results was a major source of large absolute errors in S n (x): important terms in the summation were just not there. The appearance of denormalized numbers as intermediate results was a major source of large relative errors in S n (x). When one of the two power terms was denormalized, that loss of precision carried over to the product with the binomial coefficient. Splitting the exponentiation into two smaller pieces, such as
, extended the range of computable S n to n ≈ 2000. Splitting into 3 pieces gave no benefit unless the binomial coefficient was also broken into a similar number of pieces. Hence the need for a self-normalizing pow function and a normalized binomial coefficient.
• If
is lost even for moderate n, as fl((n − j − k − α)/n) is only an approximation to
, and the relative error of the result is magnified by n − j. Doing this computation in 80 bit or 128 bit floating point types is greatly beneficial.
• The binomial coefficient n j was also a cause for lost accuracy, as might be expected given that it is the result of j multiplications and j divisions. One might hope that the errors are randomly distributed, both positive and negative, so that the overall effect was negligible, but that was not the case. Use double-double arithmetic to preserve.
• Fig. 4 shows the algorithm associated with each region of N × [0, 1]. The top/bottom/left boundaries are the special cases x = 0, 1 and n = 1. The SF in the far right region is too small for 64 bit doubles, so 0.0. Smirnov/Dwass is used for small nx, Smirnov for the rest.
The location of underflows of A j (n, x) are shown for j = 0, 1, 2, 10. If A 0 (n, x) underflows, then all (1 − x − j/n) n−j will underflow. This red region is quite pervasive for larger values of n, and eventually almost all x belong to this region. For each j ≥ 1, there is an (initially thin) region just below x = 1 − j/n which results in (1 − x − j/n) n−j underflowing. Not all of (n, x) pairs in the region are important, as even if A j (n, x) was calculated correctly it would not contribute significantly to the final answer. But some are quite relevant, even for values of n much less than 1030, which is where the binomial coefficient overflows.
This approach avoids any abrupt changes as the underlying algorithm doesn't change as n becomes larger. 
Use of double double precision
If double-double operations are available, the use of α and k can be dropped and an algorithm used which more closely follows the mathematical description. It requires a function powScaledD(A, m) to compute the (integer) power of a doubledouble together with a scaling, which can be obtained by the obvious modifications of CompLogPower [33] or LogPower) [21] , though cheaper alternatives work almost as well. We'll represent a double-double A as a pair [A hi , A lo ], with |A lo |≤ ǫ|A hi |. The routine div22(a, b) takes two doubles and returns a double-double approximation to the real number a/b. The routines addDD, mulDD divDD take as input a pair of double-doubles and return a double-double, being (an approximation to) the sum/product/quotient respectively. The routines addD2, divD2 replace the 2 nd input with a double.
Even though the double-double P in Algorithm 4 may not be exactly equal to x + j n , its relative error is at most 4ǫ 2 , so that the propagated error after exponentiation is small enough. Exponentiating a double-double can be computationally intensive for large m. Using a simpler algorithm such as powDSimple does not have the same accuracy as a full-blown double-double exponentiation routine, but it requires much less computation, and it has removed the bias arising from a non-zero P lo .
Algorithm 4 Compute
Input: n ∈ Z + and 0 < x < 1 and j ∈ Z and 0 ≤ j ≤ n Input: C is a double-double and (C hi + C lo ) · 2 EC ≈ the binomial coefficient
Computation of the Inverse Survival Function
There is no formula to invert the Survival Function Eq. (7), so computing the inverse of S n (x) has to be done numerically, either by interpolation from tables, or some form of root-solving.
Initial considerations
The function S n (x) is monotonic, the derivative is never 0 inside the open interval (0, 1), so the expectation is that it should be straight forward to invert
However there are some complications. S n is a spline of polynomials and these are all infinitely differentiable, hence S n is C ∞ in between the knots. But S n is only C j−1 at x = j n . In particular, S n is continuous but not differentiable at x = 1 n . Additionally, the contributions to the Taylor Series for S n from the 2 nd and higher order terms are non-negligible. For x ≥ n−1 n
and the factor S ′′ n /S ′ n is unbounded as x → 1. Similarly S ′′ n /S ′ n → (n − 1) as x → 0. Hence the endpoints of the interval are potential causes of trouble. The first of these, x close to 1 (so that p SF close to 0), can be dealt with immediately: if p SF ≤ n −n , then
It may be tempting to use the asymptotic
2 , as the computational cycles required are much less than for a computation of S n (x). Certainly as n → ∞, S n (x/ √ n)/T (x) → 1. But there are some caveats.
• For small n, the S n and the asymptote are really not so close.
• The domain of T n is R, whereas the domain of
n is a proper superset of the desired interval.
• For all n, lim x→0 S ′ n (x) = −1, whereas the limit of the derivative of the asymptotic, lim x→0 dTn dx = lim x→0 −4nxe
• The derivative of S n is not continuous, having a jump at x = 
), along with the derivative of the asymptote,
Estimating the root with Newton-Raphson
The Newton-Raphson (N-R) root-finding algorithm can be used to find the root of S n (x) = p, with multiple iterations of
with f (x) = smirnov(n, x) − p. The N-R algorithm requires a starting estimate x 0 . Inverting the Eq. (4) approxi-
2n . This estimate is always to the right of the root. If p < e −2n , the initial estimate lies outside the interval [0, 1]. Even with a valid initial estimate it is still possible to be driven outside the interval, or to enter a (almost-)cycle without converging. N-R generates successively better estimates for the root whenever the function is well approximated by the tangent line in a neighbourhood containing the root and the current estimate. For successful N-R root-finding, the errors satisfy e n+1 ≈ S ′′ n 2S ′ n e 2 n , but we've already noted that S ′′ n /2S ′ n can be very large, or even unbounded.
N-R has a tendency to overshoot the root if f (x) * f ′′ (x) < 0 and otherwise stay on the same side of the root. (The 2 nd derivative of
2 , which is negative for x < 1 2 √ n .) Ideally our initial estimate of the root would be less than the root if x 1 2 √ n , and greater than the root otherwise. If p is close to 0, and x is to the right of the root, the tangent line may far overshoot and intersect the x-axis to the left of x = 0. Even if x remains in the domain, the new estimate may be much further away than the current estimate. Since x 0 is always greater than the root, some amount of overshoot will always occur for p e −0.5 ≈ 0.6. To illustrate the phenomenon we show here (Table 3) Table 3 : Newton-Raphson iterates Using the derivative of the asymptote, dTn dx (x), as a substitute for S ′ n (x) will result in slightly smaller steps being taken for x 0.5/ √ n, and larger ones for 0 < x 0.5/ √ n, leading to a lower convergence rate. For x ≤ 1 n , the result will be more catastrophic, likely overshooting the root, and even overshooting the domain.
For pure N-R to work well, the initial estimate needs to be close enough to the root, or on the correct side of the root, so that convergence is guaranteed. (Inverting Eq. (5) leads to
which is a better estimate.) Or it needs to be augmented with a bracket. Of course, the bracket [0, 1] is initially available, even if it is not particularly constraining.
The SciPy implementation
The SciPy implementation of smirnovi(n, p) uses an unbracketed Newton-Raphson algorithm, always initializing from the asymptotic behaviour Eq. (4) S n (x) ≈ T n (x) = (Fig. 6 ) of smirnovi(n, p) for n = 1, 2 shows some missing values and oscillations near the endpoints of the interval.
• The leftmost missing values near p = 0 are due to the initialization procedure generating out-of-domain x 0 > 1.
• The next leftmost missing values near p = 0 are due to to early overshoot (x 0 is in domain, but x 1 < 0). These missing values can occur for all n.
• The rightmost values near p = 1 are missing, due to the use of the approximate derivative: x 0 is in domain, but the iteration overshoots and x 1 < 0.
• The oscillations near p = 1 are also due to the use of approximate derivative, as the maximum number of iterations may be exceeded without convergence and the current estimate returned. In particular, smirnovi(n, x) is not close to being monotonic, which can be source of unexpected behaviour when it is used to generate random variates with the S n (x) distribution.
• When the iterations do converge, the convergence rate is often closer to linear than quadratic, due to the use of the approximate derivative -it just isn't close enough to the actual derivative for the faster convergence. To achieve the same tolerance, using the approximate derivative needed about 10x as many iterations.
These phenomena appear most prominently when used with small n, or extremely small p, or p very close to 1. If the interest is only in large gaps in the EDF, they are less likely to appear. This may be why the phenomena have not been noticed/addressed before now.
Algorithm for Computing Smirnov Quantile
Next we propose modifications to the existing algorithm which will find x such that smirnov(n, x) = p within the specified tolerances. Step 1 Immediately handle p SF = 0, p CDF = 0 as special cases, returning X ← 1 or 0 respectively.
Step 2 Immediately handle n = 1 as a special case, returning X ← p CDF .
Step 3 Immediately handle 0 < p SF ≤ n −n . Return X ← 1 − pow(p SF , 1/n).
Step 4 Set
Step 5 If p CDF > P 1 , set
Step 6 Define the function
Step 7 Perform iterations of bracketed N-R with function f , starting point X 0 and bracketing interval [A, B], until the desired tolerance is achieved, or the maximum number of iterations is exceeded. Set X ← the final N-R iterate. Return X.
Remarks
SciPy does contain multiple root-finders but we avoid using them here. The code for smirnov is written in C as part of the cephes library in the scipy.special sub-package. In order to enable an implementation of this K-S algorithm to remain contained within this sub-package, we only use a bracketing Newton-Raphson rootfinding algorithm, as this can be easily implemented.
• f is C 1 inside any of the bracketing intervals [A, B], as 1 n is not an interior point of any such interval, hence use of a order 1 method is justified. Use of the actual derivative requires implementing a smirnovp function to calculate the derivative, which can be calculated with the incremental steps to smirnov as Eq. (39).
• Specifying the API to take both the SF and CDF enables the code to use which ever probability allows the greatest precision, which will usually be the smaller of the two.
[If needed the original API can also easily be preserved by giving the new function a new name (such as smirnovi) and chaining smirnovi(n, p) to call smirnovi(n, p, 1-p).]
After the obvious endpoints have been handled in Step 1 and Step 2, any remaining root x lies in one of the three intervals (0, n , 1) and each interval lends itself to a different approach.
• Step 3 handles the 3 rd interval in the list.
The other two intervals will be handled by numerical root-finding, in particular a combination of fixed-point iteration and Newton-Raphson methods. An initial estimate is generated by prior analysis or some iteration converging to a fixed point of an auxiliary function, which is then used as the input to the N-R.
• Step 4 uses P{D n ≤ x} = x(1 + x) n−1 for 0 < x ≤ 1 n (Eq. (33)).
If
then γ n is an approximation to the root of Eq. (48). There is no closed-form solution for γ, but starting with γ 0 = pCDF P1 and applying one iteration of NewtonRaphson to Eq. (59) leads to X 0 as in Eq. (53). This X 0 is greater than the root of Eq. (48), hence on the "good side" for N-R iterations.
• For p CDF ≤ P 1 , an alternative approach is to iterate g n,p (x) pCDF (1+x) n−1 starting from x = pCDF nP1 , as g n,p is contractive around its fixed-point. If the number of iterations is an odd number, then the final iterate will be greater than the root, leaving it in good stead for the later N-R stage. This alternative approach does take n into consideration but is a little more complicated and provides little additional value, as the contraction factor for g n,p (x) can be very close to 1.
• Step 5 handles the majority of x values. It uses the asymptotic behaviour to generate a starting point and a bracket. [As usual, whenever computing log(p CDF ), use log(p CDF ) if p CDF < 0.5, and log1p(−p SF ) if p CDF >= 0.5. Similarly for log(p SF ).] Note that A >= 1 n and B <= n−1 n , so that X is kept away from the problematic endpoints. Using B 0 as the starting point would lead to a significant overshoot problem. Using B 1 doesn't guarantee that overshoots will not occur, as B 1 can be on either side of the root, but makes drastic overshoot much less likely.
• The two expressions in Step 6 would compute the same answer if using infinite precision -any difference between them should be approximately the order of the machine epsilon. The two expressions obviously have the same derivative, which can be implemented with the obvious minor modifications to smirnov.
• In Step 7 use the actual derivative, not an estimate based on the limiting behaviour. If the N-R delta is "too big" relative to the delta of two steps ago, perform a bisection step.
Any non-zero difference between successive iterates is bounded below by the product of the minimum non-zero values of |f (x) − p| and |1/f ′ (x)|. As x → 0, |f ′ (x)|→ 1, so it is important to use a formulation in which the first term is small. I.e. to calculate the ( p CDF − cumulative probability) rather than (survivor probability − p SF ).
• In practice it was found prudent to increment A slightly so as to ensure that the computed smirnov(n, A) − p SF ≥ 0. Replacing A with A * (1 − 256ǫ) was found sufficient, where ǫ is the machine epsilon. Similarly replace B with B * (1+256ǫ), especially if the root-finder requires f (A) * f (B) < 0. As the bracket [A, B] is updated quickly during the N-R steps, its main use is to constrain the initial value X 0 as in Eq. (54), hence the adjustment has little impact on the accuracy or number of iterations.
The main substance to the algorithm is the determination of a suitable bracket and initial starting point. Once that has been done, many suitable root-finders exist. Some results using alternative root-finders are discussed in Sect. 7.2.
Results

Smirnov
Switching to a computation which always uses exponentiation dramatically changed the results for very small probabilities, which were too small by a factor of 1 × 10 55 in some cases. Whilst these particular probabilities were extremely small, on the order of 10 −230 , the underflow phenomenon was already having an impact for other results. The use of a more accurate function to calculate the powers resulted in significant changes to returned results. It also required more computation.
Performing the computations in extended or quadruple precision would help with the errors arising from the exponentiation, and roundoff errors in some of the summations.
Performing the computations with an extended range type (such as a hardwaresupported 80 bit extended precision type or 128 bit long doubles type) would mitigate the underflow/overflow problems to some extent, as the range of exponents is higher for these types (±16381 vs ±1021). But the range is not so much greater that the problem is vanquished.
A greater precision would enable greater usage of the Smirnov/Dwass formulation Formula 31.
In the next 3 tables we shows the statistics on the errors of several algorithms when compared with a SageMath [34] implementation using 300bit real numbers. The methods reported are the baseline SciPy implementation, then 3 implementations based on Algorithm 1. "double" is an implementation purely using 64-bit doubles; "doubledouble" uses double-doubles; "extended80" uses an 80-bit extended double type; "double+" using double-doubles for basic addition, multiplication & division, but the simplified powDSimple for the exponentiation.
For the PDF task, the Baseline does not provide a stand-alone function. Instead it invokes scipy.stats.ksone.pdf() which takes a numerical derivative of the scipy.special.smirnov function. This approach didn't perform very well, so a separate implementation of the PDF based upon scipy.special.smirnov was created and is labelled "Baseline (sim)" in the tables.
The correct−computed correct , or its absolute value. The value computed using SageMath was rounded-to-nearest and used as a proxy for the correct value. Table 4 shows statistics on the relative errors, in units of ǫ = 2 −52 . The large values for the Baseline system are mainly due to all the the intermediate underflows causing 0s to be returned. As n ↑ 1000, the percentage of computed values with relative error ≈ 1 increases to about 10%. (Recall that the Baseline computation switched to log for n > 1013, avoiding underflow.) For that system it is better to look at disagreement rates at various tolerances (essentially the survival function for the relative error rate) in is due to underflow effects, and the use of log. For 1000 < n < 10000, the Baseline relative error for the SF seemed ≈ 3nǫ.) The relative error for the SF/PDF using double-doubles is always less than 1 * ǫ. For the extended80 type, the relative error was almost always less than 1 * ǫ, the one observed exception arising from using the Smirnov-Dwass alternate formula with 3 terms. The relative errors for the "double+" algorithm have a higher mean and variance, but the max is < 3 * ǫ, making it a plausible option. The relative errors for the "double" algorithm have a mean of ≈ 300 * ǫ, mainly because of the performance of the system for n > 1000. The relative errors for the PDF were larger for all the algorithms, reflecting the higher condition number of the sum. The ridiculously large errors for the Baseline system arise as there appears to be a lower bound imposed in the returned PDF, so that it always has magnitude larger than 4.163336 × 10 −12 . For the PDF, the extended80 system was mostly on par with the double-double system, except that it was observed to have a much higher maximum error, almost 20x as high. This difference is even more apparent in Table 6 and will be explained below. Table 5 : Smirnov SF and PDF: Disagreement rates at several tolerances. Table 6 shows relative errors for the SF and PDF for x ∈ [0, 3 √ n |, a reduced domain which covers most x of interest. In this region, most terms of the summations need to be evaluated and accumulated. The performance on the SF is similar to that seen in Table 4 , but the relative errors on the PDF task have noticeably increased.
The extended80 system now has maximum error 60x higher than the double-double system. The cause was determined to be the smaller precision of the significand in the extended80 format: 64 bits vs 106. For large n and x ≪ 1 √ n , the multiplier of A j (n, x) to construct D j (n, x) is much larger for the first few values of j than later j, and the values of A j (n, x) themselves are also bigger, with the result that any small relative error in A j (n, x) contributes a large absolute error to D j (n, x). A j (n, x) needs computation in greater precision than the 64-bits for these small x.
Mean
Std 
Smirnovi
The testing was performed for about 40 values of n spread across 4 ranges ( 1(1)10; 10(10)100; 100(100)1200; and 2000(2000)10000) and 101 equally spaced p-values (x = 0 (0.01) 1.0.) The methods reported are the baseline SciPy implementation, then 3 implementations based on Algorithm 5, the only difference being which smirnov function was called to compute the SF/CDF/PDF. "double" is an implementation purely using doubles; "double-double" uses double-doubles; "double+" using double-doubles for basic addition, multiplication & division, but the simplified powDSimple for the exponentiation.
The proposed algorithm typically needs 3-4 N-R iterations to achieve convergence within a tolerance of 2.2 × 10 −16 . This compares to at least twice that many in SciPy v0.19, which also uses a much higher tolerance of 1 × 10 −10 . The maximum number of iterations is also much reduced to about 8, with no failures to converge observed. Table 7 shows the disagreement rates at various tolerances for the Baseline implementation. It is perhaps not surprising that the Baseline disagreement rates are so much higher than the other systems, given that it used a tolerance of 1 × 10 −10 as a stopping criterion. One would have expected better from an N-R based root finder, but the inaccuracies in the Baseline smirnov(n,x) implementation have an impact on the inversion.
Mean Std Dev Max
Fail 1e-10 1e-11 1e-12 1e-14 n 2, . . . Table 8 and Table 9 shows statistics for the computations, broken out by small, midsize and large n. The mean and standard deviations are calculated over the values of n, p which do not exceed 500 iterations. The failure is the average percentage of values of p that exceed 500 iterations. The tolerance columns list the average percentage of values returned whose relative error exceeded the specified tolerance.
It becomes clear that the small values of n are more problematic for the Baseline than larger n. The disagreement rates are much higher for n ≤ 10, as are the convergence failure rates. Interestingly the number of iteration required decreases as n increases, presumably due to the more accurate nature of the initial estimate X 0 , both for the Baseline and Algorithm 5. This is helpful as each iteration involves a computation of S n (x), which takes O(n) time.
The performance of Algorithm 5 on very small probabilities (p SF = 2 −n , n = 100(100)1023) was also evaluated. It was observed that the number of iterations was often higher and much more variable. The cause is two-fold. For such p, the corresponding value of x is much greater than 1 √ n , perhaps even close to 1. In that part of the domain, the asymptote lies above (and is much greater than) the actual SF, so the initial estimate X 0 is greater than the root (hence on the wrong side) but not that close to it. That can be addressed somewhat by replacing X 0 with a value closer to A, the left end of the bracket. But the real issue is that the ratio S ′′ n (x) 2S ′ n (x) is very large, so that the 2 nd and higher order terms in the Taylor Series dominate the 1 st derivative term. If the current estimate X n is greater than the root, then the next one X n+1 is likely to overshoot the current bracket, and bisection steps are performed until the iterate is less than the root. Even if X n < x, the deltas in the N-R step
do not decrease fast enough, so bisections take over. We observe a chain of mostly bisection steps until the desired tolerance is achieved. For n = 400, p SF = 2 −500 , x ≈ 0.624, in successive iterates, this is a little misleading. The computation of smirnov itself is only that accurate for some (n, x) values. Much depends on the accuracy and precision of the pow function. That can also determine for which x to use Formula 31. For x ≤ 1 n , Formula 33 is definitely usable, for computing the CDF/SF and inverse CDF/SF -it is self-consistent and protects the N-R iteration steps from the tricky endpoint. Beyond that, one is left with determining if there is a cutoff that provides a seamless transition from one to the other. Here we chose to stick to nx ≤ 1 for pure double implementations, and nx ≤ 3 for double-double implementations.
Other common root-finding algorithms could be used. Given a tight starting bracket, Brent's method averaged 6 iterations, Sidi's method [35] (with k = 2) and False Position with Illinois both averaged about 5 iterations. If the starting bracket is wider, the number of iterations required for very small values of p SF becomes much larger, due to the extreme flatness of the curve at the right hand end point.
An argument could be made that N-R requires two function evaluations per iteration, for S n (x) and S ′ n (x), so that just counting iterations is underestimating the N-R work. While this is true, the computation of the two quantities in this work is combined into one function which calculates both with little incremental effort over the effort of computing just one, reusing computations from one for the other.
Summary
The CDF/SF is a sum of many terms, each term is a product of expressions that are prone to underflow/overflow or are hard to compute accurately. We showed how to rework the computation to avoid underflow/overflow, by being more careful about computing z m , and selectively using extra precision for some computations. Using Newton-Raphson successfully to compute the ISF requires a good initial estimate, and a good approximation to the derivative. The contributions of the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansions for the quantiles can make the root-finding a little problematic. We showed how to generate a narrow interval enclosing the root, a good starting value for the iterations, and a way to calculate the derivative with little additional work, so that many fewer N-R iterations are required and the computed values have smaller errors.
